Abstract—Earth is being constantly bombarded by a large variety of celestial bodies and has been since its formation 4.5 billion years ago. Among those bodies, mainly asteroids and comets, there are those that have the potential to create large scale destruction upon impact. The only extinction-level impact recorded to date was 65 million years ago, during the era of dinosaurs. The probability of another extinction-level, or even city-killer, impact may be negligible, but the consequences can be severe for the biosphere and for our species. Therefore it is highly imperative for us to be prepared for such a devastating impact in the near future, especially since humanity is at the threshold of wielding technologies that allow us to do so. Majority of scientists, engineers, and policymakers have focused on long-term strategies and warning periods for Earth orbit crossing Near-Earth Objects (NEOs), and have suggested methods and policies to tackle such problems. However, less attention has been paid to short warning period NEO threats. Such NEOs test current technological and international cooperation capabilities in protecting ourselves, and can create unpredictable devastation ranging from local to global scale. The most recent example is the Chelyabinsk incident in Russia. This event has provided a wakeup call for space agencies and governments around the world towards establishing a Planetary Defense Program.

The Roadmap for Earth Defense Initiative (READI) is a project by a team of international, intercultural, and interdisciplinary participants of the International Space University’s Space Studies Program 2015 hosted by Ohio University, Athens, OH proposing a roadmap for space agencies, governments, and the general public to tackle NEOs with a short warning before impact.

Taking READI as a baseline, this paper presents a technical description of methodologies proposed for detection and impact mitigation of a medium-sized comet (up to 800m across) with a short-warning period of two years on a collision course with Earth. The hypothetical comet is on a highly-inclined orbit having a high probability for Earth impact after its perihelion. For detection, we propose a space-based infrared detection system consisting of two satellites located at the Earth-Moon Lagrange points L1 and L2 coupled with space observatories, like the James Webb telescope and the Centennial telescope. These telescopes are supported by ground-based telescopes, like the Arecibo and Green Bank telescope, in the search for NEOs. Upon detection, the comet is tracked constantly using space- and ground-based telescopes. The deflection system is two-pronged, firstly involving the use of a high energy Directed Energy Laser Terminals (DELT) placed at Sun-Earth Lagrange points L4 and L5 so as to initiate and increase the ablation rate of the comet and deviate it from its collision trajectory, and secondly by the Hypervelocity Comet Intercept Vehicle (HCIV), a space-borne system combining a kinetic impactor with a thermonuclear device. The policy and international collaboration aspects to implement these methods are also outlined in the paper. The techniques mentioned could also be applied to mitigate medium-to-large sized asteroids (up to 2km across).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earth is known as the cradle of life and protects its inhabitants from external threats. Despite a thick atmosphere and a magnetosphere, it cannot protect against all hazards, in particular significant cosmic hazards. The potential dangers associated with high energy impacts from NEOs pose a real threat to life on Earth. One of the major extinction events known as the K-T extinction occurred 65 million years ago, when a large comet struck the Earth causing a mega tsunami forming a crater in what is now the Yucatan Peninsula in
Global Collaboration: The most important challenge is the establishment of new norms and a legal basis for action in the case of an imminent impact threat. The second challenge would be the creation of an advisory body that would oversee the implementation of a Planetary Defense Program and provide advice to the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). We recommend taking immediate action in these areas because establishing international consensus could be a lengthy process, and that time is needed for the internalization of our newly proposed norms as a moral obligation.

Outreach and Education: READI aimed to increase interest in Planetary Defense among children and students. Targeting this demographic provides access to future active members of society, and will likely involve their parents indirectly. We considered an educational campaign as being twofold. First, it brings the threat of cosmic impacts to the general public in a way that provides scientifically accurate information to decrease the risk of misunderstanding and opposition when actions are needed. Second, it contributes to the Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) movement by bringing science and engineering education to the youth through the arts, which could in return lead to new creative and innovative approaches to Planetary Defense.

Evacuation and Recovery: According to the threat characteristics, asteroid and comet impact responses will differ from typical disaster response techniques. With most asteroid or comet threats, the timely identification of the point of impact seriously affects the successful implementation of evacuation and shelter allocation. The best scenario for saving as many citizens as possible is to start evacuation days prior to the impact. To minimize loss of life and ecosystems, disaster preparations must be developed at different scales, and global collaboration will be useful in the case of large city-killer threats. New techniques for shelter design and remote sensing are also required to assist with recovery efforts. Our investigation of evacuation and recovery shows that this is a critical element of Planetary Defense that does not get enough focus yet, in order to see significant improvements.

2. Technical Background

NEOs are asteroids or comets that orbit the Sun with a closest distance to it (perihelion) of 1.3 Astronomical Unit (AU) or less [3], while LPCs are comets with periods greater than 200 years. Asteroids and comets are thought to be relatively unchanged remnants of the primordial phase of the Solar System formation that were not accreted onto planets about 4.6 billion years ago.
Most asteroids are rocky bodies, with a minority composed of metal, principally nickel and iron. These celestial objects range from very small sizes (some less than meters across) to hundreds of kilometers in diameter. They generally orbit the Sun in a region between Mars and Jupiter. Asteroids, classified as NEOs, can be found in four types of orbits: the Atiras and Amors orbits come close to Earth but never cross its orbit, while the Atens and the Apollos have Earth-crossing trajectories and have a higher chance of impacting our planet.

Comets on the other hand are made of ice, rock, and organic compounds, and are often only a few kilometers or less in size. They mainly exist in the outer Solar System, in the Kuiper Belt and the Oort Cloud. Oort Cloud comets can enter into an orbital course around the Sun with any inclination with respect to Earth’s orbital plane due to the Oort Cloud being spherical. These are called LPCs because they orbit the Sun in elliptical trajectories with orbital period ranging from 200 years to several million years. The short-period comets that exist in the Kuiper Belt periodically approach the Sun in orbits with periods of under 200 years with inclinations generally close to Earth’s orbital plane [4] and they are included within the NEO category if they fulfill the perihelion criterion.

Figure 1 shows the number of expected Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) and their estimated impact interval vs. their diameter, the expected impact energy, and their absolute magnitude (brightness). The red solid line represents the number of detected objects as of 2014.

![Figure 1. Near Earth Asteroids (NEA) Impact Interval vs. Diameter and Impact Energy [27]](image)

Almost all of the biggest objects, greater than 1km in diameter, have already been discovered. An impact from any of these objects could create a global extinction event [5], but none of those detected currently threaten Earth, and their estimated probability between impacts is in the millions of years. On the other hand, objects smaller than 20m in diameter may disintegrate in the atmosphere and create no damage on the ground, but impact Earth at least once a century. The most threatening asteroids are those between 20m and about 800m in diameter. The extremes of this range have either very high impact intervals or very low impact energies, but the objects in between are mostly undetected, which means they can impact Earth with little to no notice, and they can destroy a city or even devastate a whole region [1]. Comets are expected to have a similar mathematical distribution according to size [6] but have much lower impact rates [7]. The same reasoning as for asteroids can be applied to them regarding size and threat, but LPCs present an added challenge: they rarely come into the inner Solar System, and spend very little time there compared to the rest of their orbit, making their approaches to Earth essentially unpredictable. They also have higher velocities relative to Earth and therefore deliver more energy on impact. These two reasons make it necessary to be prepared for comets of larger sizes than asteroids.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

From the engineering aspect of Planetary Defense, current technologies need further development. Moreover, to effectively detect and mitigate asteroid and comet threats, we must increase TRL and Operational Readiness Levels (ORL) of current technologies. The human side of the Planetary Defense problem also presents an incredibly complex challenge. Therefore, it is critical to frame the context of our approach to Planetary Defense by bounding the problem and making it manageable. We used a specific set of elements as the foundation for our analysis to enable us to develop solutions for a limited range of problems, rather than a broader perspective of Planetary Defense. The most important bounding factor to our focus is that we are looking at a short-warning threat. We constrained ourselves to two years from the time of detection until impact.

We chose to look at solutions that address threats within a determined range in size because of the limits to our current technological and operational capabilities. As mentioned earlier, asteroids between 20m and 800m in diameter are the most threatening to Earth, but regarding comets it is important to be prepared to deal with bigger sizes. Comets come with much higher velocities relative to Earth due to their highly elliptical trajectories spend little time in the inner Solar System where they are visible before they pass near or potentially collide with Earth. Even if an impact from a bigger object is highly unlikely, the limited warning time and high energy motivated us to ensure that our solutions mitigate comets up to 2km. Our solutions deal with both asteroids and comets, since they represent similar threats to the planet, so our final bounding factor of our scope ranges from 20m to 2km in diameter.

4. DETECTION

As Potentially Hazardous Objects (PHOs) are results of cosmic activities, they are different in size, velocity and composition. Those parameters are unknown before or at the
initial stage of detection. Cosmic trajectories have many parameters and these parameters are very important to all mitigation strategies and in particular for deflection. However, there are still uncertainties in these parameters due to the lack of the detection capabilities. Hence, more efforts are needed to be implemented in order to increase the capability of the early detection of NEOs.

Comet Trajectory

We selected a comet with a realistic size of 800m across on an impact trajectory with the Earth. The comet has the following orbital parameters [21]:

- Inclination: 174 degrees to J2000 ecliptic
- Semi-major axis: 34.24 AU
- Eccentricity: 0.992
- Perihelion: 0.27 AU
- Aphelion: 68.15 AU
- Period: 200 years

PHO tracking is very important for any Planetary Defense program. For comets, tracking is crucial because they exhibit increased activity near perihelion. Even after the comet has passed through perihelion, it is possible that the comet fragments. In the case of asteroids, tracking continues to improve our knowledge of the object’s orbit. Figure 2 shows the initial trajectory of the comet using MATLAB. Further simulations have been done using Systems Tool Kit (STK) using the above orbital parameters.

PHO tracking is very important for any Planetary Defense program. For comets, tracking is crucial because they exhibit increased activity near perihelion. Even after the comet has passed through perihelion, it is possible that the comet fragments. In the case of asteroids, tracking continues to improve our knowledge of the object’s orbit. Figure 2 shows the initial trajectory of the comet using MATLAB. Further simulations have been done using Systems Tool Kit (STK) using the above orbital parameters.

The authors reviewed and analyzed the different proposed solution techniques, looked at the most promising methods and ranked them based on their feasibility (technical, cost-effective and ethical) for a given PHO, the warning time (time from detection to impact) and the required development time of the chosen technology. Three development periods have been chosen that are up to 2 years, 2-10 years and more than 10 years. Development time up to 2 years was taken as a worst case scenario because it is a very short time to design, develop and launch the solution to deflect a PHO in, compared to time period more than 10 years which is considered to be the best case scenario as it provides enough time to test the proposed system in space and improve the TRL. Table 1 presents a tradeoff of deflection techniques along with grades from 0 to 10 to give an indication of the feasibility level or a performance map for a comet or an asteroid that might impact Earth in the near future, taking into account development time. The higher the grade the more feasible it is deflect certain PHOs [20, 23].

Table 1. Table presenting all the major Deflection Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade/Time</th>
<th>Distance Action</th>
<th>Contact Action</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-40 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-100 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-140 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140-200 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-300 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 km</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Painting
B Nuclear deflection
C Laser ablation
D Ion Beam deflection
E Solar concentrator
F Gravity Tractor
G Sun Shade
H Robotic Arm
I Net
J Lander Chemical Thruster
K Kinetic
L Solar Sail
M Electrical Sail
N Asteroid mining (send spacecraft)
O Asteroid mining (send humans)
P Swiss army knife swarm spacecraft (Gravity tractor + Painting + Solar concentrator)
Q Multi-landers solution (type Rosetta-Philae) + Explosive
R Orion-like solution (Nuclear bombs + spacecraft (umbrella) that lands on the target to increase the efficiency)
S Combination (Robotic Arm + Net)
Directed Energy Systems (DES):

After reviewing the above deflection methods, we suggest the use of the Directed Energy Systems (DES) as sustainable mitigation architecture. The DES can be used as a contactless tool to deflect comets and asteroids as it uses high-power pulsed laser beams to heat up the object and increase its surface temperature thereby vaporizing the surface. The DES technique requires relatively long-time interactions thus early detection of the cosmic threat is essential. DES are currently applied for military purposes therefore the technology exists but has not reached the readiness level for PHO deflection [9, 25, 26, 28]. Techniques can be used to amplify the laser power and produce a very high-power laser beam which is essential to raise its surface temperature to the evaporation temperature, Figure 3. The evaporated material from the target generates thrusts that delivers delta-V and eventually change its trajectory. Any change in the orbital velocity of an object in space leads to a new orbit configuration. Over long-period of interaction, the delta-V on the target will deflect the object away from its original orbit and thus the intersection of the PHO with the Earth’s orbit no longer occurs.

Figure 3. Visualization of laser beam. The plume density is exaggerated to show ejecta

Deflection or mitigation of an Earth collision-bound comet is a highly complex engineering problem. Various techniques have been discussed in the literature for NEOs having a longer warning time of more than 5 years. As mentioned, the object under study has a short warning period of 2 years and there is little in the literature to provide adequate solutions for such objects. We propose a 2-layered solution involving lasers, kinetic impactors and thermonuclear devices.

Comets, being icy bodies, are particularly vulnerable to DES ablation. Current research in lasers have increased the efficiency to more than 80% and have proven their resilience to be used for deflecting comets and asteroids in laboratory conditions. Highly focused beams of energy can be used for increasing the ablation rate and controlling the spin rate of comets. Laser systems can be placed at critical points between the Sun-Earth systems and using Lagrange point 4 (L4) and Lagrange point 5 (L5) Sun-Earth Langrage points for the same was decided. If building and operating large heliocentric orbital structures are found untenable both from technology or policy considerations, we propose using the Moon as a platform for testing and evolving a DES capability.

STK software was used to simulate and analyze the comet trajectory and Earth’s orbit as seen in Figure 4. The comet trajectory is shown in dark blue and Earth’s orbit in yellow. Figure 2 and Figure 4 show that the chosen comet has a trajectory that intersects with the Earth’s orbit indicating high probability of an impact. The two laser beams from L4 and L5 are shown in red.

Figure 4. STK illustration for the comet (dark blue), Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars orbits. Two laser beams (red) interacting with the comet from L4 and L5

Hypervelocity Comet Impactor Vehicle (HCIV):

The HCIV launch vehicle is part of the space deflection system, together with the DELT. The purpose of the HCIV is to disrupt and deflect the comet from its original orbit, by means of the modification of the momentum of the body. This is achieved by the transmission of the energy generated by the thermonuclear device that is integrated within the vehicle. The vehicle consists of two spacecraft: a fore body called the Leader Impactor (LIMPACT), and an aft body called the Thermonuclear Energy Device (TED), Figure 5. The HCIV is created under a restricted combination of safety and affordability. Advertised as HCIV, the concerns from the public-domain based on its thermonuclear device are reduced. By using a combination of kinetic impact, followed by detonation of a thermonuclear device inside a newly made crater, the HCIV only needs 12% of the explosive yield otherwise required to shatter a similar comet with a stand-off nuclear. At the same time, it directs as much energy as possible into the asteroid to pulverize it into fragments, not just to break it up. After launch from Earth, the payload located on the LIMPACT spacecraft detects the comet, while the sensors on-board continue acquiring data through optical and IR cameras located on the LIMPACT spacecraft. By this, optimal impact locations on the surface of the comet are targeted. The TED is protected by a broad range of safety features and arm/fire protections in order to prevent its detonation, even if the spacecraft itself should be terminated by mission failure. At approximately 500m from the target, the LIMPACT spacecraft separates from the TED.
Figure 5. Architecture for a vehicle including a thermonuclear device evaporating the subsurface layers [24, 28]

The bus designed for the vehicle, and therefore the one being used by the LIMPACT and the TED is using 100V, with onboard power up to 20kW. The embedded application for navigation of the flight on-board software (DART) is in charge of the autonomous navigation. DART is also in charge of a myriad other tasks, such as maintaining the power balance, to point its arrays at the sun for solar energy collection, and to point the spacecraft antennas back to Earth for data transmission, Figure 6.

Figure 6. Flow chart indicating the command flow of on-board bus for autonomous navigation

Multiple launchers can be used for the HCIV mission carrying the TED, which is foreseen to include a thermonuclear payload of approximately 500kg.

Leader Impactor (LIMPACT):
The Leader Impactor (LIMPACT) spacecraft delivers a payload of inert mass onto a trajectory to impact the comet with a relative impact velocity of 25–30 km/s. Before the impact, 500m away from the comet surface, the spacecraft separates from the TED for the engagement phase. Travelling at ~30km/s, it delivers kinetic energy to the comet to generate a shallow crater thereby exposing the inner sub-surface of the comet. The impactor contained the main telemetry, tracking and ranging subsystem (TT&R) of the HCIV system, and processed the main set of housekeeping data of the mission by its on-board data handling subsystem (OBDH). The dissipation of the impactor’s kinetic energy on impact explosively craters the surface, ejecting asteroid material into space. The LIMPACT delivers 238 GJ (energy corresponding to 940 tons of TNT) of kinetic energy to excavate the crater, which is generated by the combination of the mass of the Impactor (530kg dry-mass approximately) and its velocity when it impacts (~30km/s).

\[ E = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \]

Thermonuclear Energy Device (TED):
The Thermonuclear Energy Device (TED) spacecraft includes the thermonuclear equipment that will be detonated once close to the crater generated on the comet’s surface by the LIMPACT. The concave surface area of the crater increases the absorption of the released energy and maximizes the ground shock coupling and disruption of the target. Its main payload consists of a three-stage (fission-fusion-fission) jacket thermonuclear payload. Each TED is capable of delivering a 1MT blast, with a mass of approximately 500kg. The desired \( \Delta v \) is aligned with, or opposite to, the velocity of the comet, such that the entire effect goes toward altering the semi-major axis and period of the asteroid’s orbit, thus avoiding bolide collision with Earth. NASA Nuclear Interceptor is an example for this deflection technique, Figure 7.

Figure 7. NASA Nuclear Interceptor Concept [19]

We assume an average comet density of 0.6g/cm³ and estimate the total mass to roughly match comets of known mass such as comet 1P/Halley and 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, which is being studied in great detail by the Rosetta and Philae spacecraft.
The energy released upon impact is based on an energy distribution and coupling mode with respect to the comet material characteristic models and given as (in MT):

$$SDE = 1000 \frac{d}{\sqrt{Z}}$$

Table 2 and Figure 8 link nuclear payload weights and their potential yields. Depending on the characteristics of the target and the thermonuclear device, the explosion can have different effects on the object: fragmentation, crushing, or deviation from its initial trajectory, which is usually referred to as deflection [16]. The main solution available when designing this mission is to generate a nuclear explosion below the surface of the object.

Table 2. Link between classical nuclear payload masses and their potential yield

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass (Ton)</th>
<th>Yield (MT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 25</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Sub-surface detonation simulation [29, 30, 31]

An explosion in space is inherently different from an explosion on Earth. The main differences are associated with the absence of an atmosphere, the complex shape of the object, the object’s extremely weak gravity and the composition. The determination of the orbital parameters of the object is critical. At a distance of 1AU it will be necessary to determine the speed with a relative accuracy range between 10-5 and 10-4 km/s. If the object is detected at a short distance from Earth (0.1 to 0.01AU), the only possible countermeasure would be shattering it into many fragments by devices of 1 to 100MT yield, depending of the objects final composition. If the interception is carried out at a safe distance from Earth, radioactive dust fallout can be avoided.

6. Policies Governing Implications of a Celestial Threat

Policy changes do not happen overnight and they often require a posteriori triggering event, rather than a priori. In the case of a short-term celestial threat, taking responsible action would be much easier to implement if policy supporting the responsibility to defend the planet was already in place.

Because many, if not all, of the deflection techniques graded in Table 1 are considered dual use technology. Deployment of these capabilities in space would require international collaboration and support [32, 33]. The policy section in this paper describes one component of the processes that would support effective collaboration.

The creation of foreign policy and the basis for international collaboration typically takes a decade or more. For example it was more than 15 years after the Balkan conflict and more than 10 years after the Rwandan Genocide before the Millennium Report was published containing former Secretary-General Kofi Annan question “If humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a
Srebrenica, to gross and systematic violation of human rights that offend every precept of our common humanity?” [11, 12] that triggered the creation of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P).

This report triggered the creation of a commission to respond to Kofi Annan’s question, resulting UN report A/57/303 titled the “Responsibility to Protect” [15]. This report [15] outlines the core principles of R2P by stating basic principles, foundations, elements, and priorities. It goes into further detail addressing the principle of military intervention.

The three elements of the R2P describe specific responsibilities that have been embraced with its creation [15].

1. The responsibility to prevent: to address both the root causes and direct causes of internal conflict and other man-made crises putting populations at risk.

2. The responsibility to react: to respond to situations of compelling human need with appropriate measures, which may include coercive measures like sanctions and international prosecution, and in extreme cases military intervention.

3. The responsibility to rebuild: to provide, particularly after a military intervention, full assistance with recovery, reconstruction and reconciliation, addressing the causes of the harm the intervention as designed to halt or avert.

These three elements all have the potential to be applied with some modifications in scope of application to the situation presented by celestial threats.

If a short-term celestial threat presented itself today there would be numerous challenges to the global collaboration necessary to address the threat. The first of which is the lack of policy relevant to the use of the technology required to mitigate this type of threat. [9] There are two branches to the policy needed to support the mitigation of celestial threats. The first, justification of defending the Earth and its inhabitants from celestial threats. The second is the justification of taking military action necessary to do so. This paper addresses only the first branch of policy necessary as it is likely to be more readily accepted by the global political community.

The principles of the Right to Protect (R2P) were generated to address the protection of people in cases where their states don’t take the necessary action to do so. In the case of a celestial threat, most states will not have the necessary capabilities to address the threat, if their state is in the path of potential impact. Not to mention that early confirmation of the exact impact site is nearly impossible. That means that to protect humankind other states will need to step in support of the less capable states in protecting their populations. Because celestial threats are highly uncommon creation of policy in this area is not considered by many people. But the risk presented by celestial threats should not be discounted and is a case where action before imminent threat is recommended by the READI project [1]. The basis for this recommendation is the fact that, because we can act, to protect the Earth and humanity, we have the responsibility to do so. In order to help prompt action the following analysis of the Responsibility to Protect is presented.

In alignment with the first basic principle of R2P we believe that states with the technological capabilities to protect their own populations from celestial threats should have the responsibility to develop the necessary technology. Some states, such as France, Germany, the Russian Federation, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States are jointly working to develop technologies which might help mitigate the threat posed by asteroids [13]. If an effective solution is found, early deployment would increase the potential of successful mitigation. Deployment without the presence of an imminent threat would require the presence of policy pertaining to both the protection of humanity from celestial threats and the use of dual use technology to do so.

In alignment with the second basic principle of R2P the capable states should also be prepared to act on behalf of less capable states. The potential of a short-warning celestial threat is prudent to be prepared for, to act before the threat is confirmed due to the fact that deployment may require significant time and coordination because all mitigation technology to date is considered dual use. Article four of the Outer Space Treaty [17] states that “States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial bodies, or station such weapons in outer space in any other manner.” Therefore this treaty would have to yield to the need to protect humanity from a celestial threat and it is desirable to discuss the distinction of weapons of mass destruction, weapons, and asteroid mitigation methods.

Similar to the R2P the presence of a celestial threat would require prevention, reaction and the ability to rebuild. The capabilities to rebuild, already exist. FEMA’s National Mitigation Framework [18] supports the capability to rebuild in response to a variety of threats and these same concepts could be applied in the presence of a celestial threat.

In summary, complete preparation for mitigation of celestial threats requires a new policy approach. The basic principles of that policy could be:

- The responsibility of capable states, in cooperation with other interested states, to develop technology to mitigate celestial threats in order to defend the Earth and humanity.
- The responsibility of capable states to protect less capable states if they are threatened by imminent impact of celestial objects.
The elements in support of this policy would be:

- The responsibility to detect celestial threats
- The responsibility to react to celestial threats
- The responsibility to rebuild in the aftermath of a celestial impact

These principles and elements are presented for consideration in the discussion of policy in the domain of celestial threats, which is encouraged, due to the degree of risk presented by these threats and the fact that threat mitigation technology is being developed and the significant increase in confidence for a successful mitigation campaign if pre-threat deployment of a sturdy planetary defense architecture is commissioned.

7. Final Remarks

Short warning period NEOs have not been discussed in the literature in detail and have also not attracted enough interest among space agencies and policymakers to consider it as an important threat. The Chelyabinsk incident has surely created an increase in interest of NEOs among space agencies yet more work needs to be done. The methods proposed have been built upon and validated using existing literature. The NASA ARM mission is going to test the impactor theory and work is going on to directed energy systems for planetary defense application. More work needs to be done to generate interest and develop policies that can help in proper governing of thermonuclear devices. More non-nuclear methods need to be devised for such short-warning cometary threats. The methods proposed in READI can also be extended to asteroids.
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